Sensors and informatics have not been fused into one so far. However, rapid progress of electronics and information technologies is bringing a frontier, that is, senso-informatics that is an inter-disiplinary area between sensors and informatics. It is true that automatic speech recognition (ASR) is the most advanced technology field in the senso-informatics.
The ASR is the technology which identifies words contained in the speech signal sensed by the microphone with using informatics composed of two majors components such as signal processing and pattern matching. The purposes of signal processing part are to cancel ambient noises and distortions from speech spectrum and to extract acoustic features. On the other hand, the pattern matching part outputs the most likely words by quick search algorithm named Viterbi decoding by refering to statistical models which are often represented with the HMM (Hidden Markov Model) framework.
As the ASR has been firmly believed to be an important region in the artificial inteligence, the most of works related to the ASR have been focusing on human speech and voices. But, there is no doubt that the ASR technologies are easily applicable to all kinds of sound captured by the microphone.
The ASR market is still on its way to be grown as a popular one because there exists a negligible gap between the expected performance level from the market and the feasible performance one by the-state-of-the-art ASR technologies. It is urgent for the ASR vendors to provide performance guarantee to the market. To establish performance guarantee to real world applications, it is necessary to grasp an acoustic space of microphone input in adverse environments.
To help analysing whole acoustic space, one of the authors' research group proposed multidimensional scaling techniques called COSMOS method and its simplified derivative one called simplified COSMOS method. By combining conventional multidimensional scaling algorithm which is capable of projecting sets of multidimensional signals onto two-dimensional surface and distance measure between HMMs or multidimensional vector series, the COSMOS method or the simplified COSMOS method provides two-dimensional map of sets of phonemes embedded in human voice. One of the advantages of the COSMOS method and the simplified COSMOS method is to able to present rough sketch of whole acoustic space in visible map called COSMOS map. This visualization supports human capabilities of visual perception and pattern understanding of unvisible original multidimensiona space significantly. The visualization effect gives rise to new ideas of pattern recognition applications to everybody. Fig.1 shows an example of the COSMOS map, where acoustic parameter series of three sound categories such as automotive field sounds (bus, passenger car and track), railroad field sounds (train and two railroad crossings) and snowslide sound. It is observed that sounds in one category are gathered. Automotive field sounds and railroad field sounds are splitted. Furthermore, snowslide sound is isolated from both automotive field sounds and railroad field sounds. These observations suggest that these three category sounds might be distinguished each other.
By utilizing the ASR technologies and the COSMOS methods, we are ready to propose new applications in railroad field.
(1) Monitoring train motor-man's operation behaviour : The voice sensor of combination of microphone and the ASR system equipped in the motor-man's booth is capable of monitoring his/her operation behaviour. If he/she is drowsy, timing and spectrum of voice uttered with finger action varies from the ones at awake condition.
(2) Monitoring of landslide and snowslide : The conventional approaches to detect landslid and snowslide are stretched wire, inclination sensor and so on. The demerit of these ways is that the detection of landslide is just at direct contact of earth and sand to those sensors. The speed of landslide and snowslide are about 20-40 kilo meters per hour (5.6-11.1 meter per second) and about 100-200 kilo meters per hour (27.8-55.6 meter per second). On the other hand, the sound speed is around 340 meters per second. It means that air vibration (sound) transmits landslide event much faster than conventional sensors. This speed advantage of sound over earth and sand is much more beneficial to escape critical danger. Once the sound sensor of combination of microphone with the ASR system embedded along railroad lines detects some significant sound and the sound is projected and highlighted in the sound COSMOS map displayed in dashboard in front of motor-man, it is helpful for him/her to judge whether it is a notice prior to that the earth and sand covers over railroad line. If it seems so, the motor-man can stop the train to escape tragic acccident. 
